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ABSTRACT
Large scientific projects are increasing relying on analyses of data
for their new discoveries; and a number of different data manage-
ment systems have been developed to serve this scientific projects.
In the work-in-progress paper, we describe an effort on under-
standing the data access patterns of one of these data management
systems, dCache. This particular deployment of dCache acts as a
disk cache in front of a large tape storage system primarily con-
taining high-energy physics data. Based on the 15-month dCache
logs, the cache is only accessing the tape system once for over 50
file requests, which indicates that it is effective as a disk cache. The
on-disk files are repeated used, more than three times a day. We
have also identified a number of unusual access patterns that are
worth further investigation.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Information storage technologies;
•Computingmethodologies→Model development and anal-
ysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The High Performance Storage System (HPSS) [6] at Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL) is a large tape storage system for archiv-
ing large amounts of data for scientific experiments such as high
energy physics and nuclear science [2]. HPSS stores data files on
magnetic tapes managed by robotic arms. To read a file on a tape,
the robotic arm must travel some distance to retrieve the tape, and
place the tape in one of the available readers, then the reader has
to spin the tape to locate the file on the tape before the actual
reading could take place. Thus, there is a significant overhead to
read a single file from a tape. Having a disk cache in front of the
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tape system would allow in cached files to be read directly without
involving the tape. Additionally, the cache system might be able
to reorganize the tape accesses to read multiple files from a single
tape to amortize the tape access overhead.

One key motivation of this study is to understand whether the
access patterns are conducive to some performance engineering.
A number of earlier studies of high-energy physics data has found
that the order of files specified in many of the analysis jobs are
unimportant [2, 8], therefore, the file access requests could possi-
bly be reordered without impacting the user analysis tasks. This
exploratory analysis of the dCache log files could find out whether
sufficient information is present to enable this reordering of file
accesses. We are also interested in additional opportunities that
might be revealed through this study.

In this study, we use a set of data access logs from the dCache
system for A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) experiment at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) that manages a large disk cache in
front of the HPSS at BNL [1, 5] [3, 4]. There is one HPSS "Class of
Service" consisting of a disk and tape storage hierarchy dedicated
exclusively to ATLAS. Disk cache can hold up to 600TB based
on hardware RAID. ATLAS Tape drive distribution is 32 Linear
Tape-Open 7 (LTO-7), 17 LTO-6, and 6 LTO-4, and there are two
production Oracle SL8500 tape libraries. 4.74 PB of disk space is
reserved in dCache for files coming out of HPSS (TAPE-stage area),
and 350 TB of disk space is reserved for files going into HPSS (TAPE-
write area). Files written into the TAPE-write area of dCache are
immediately copied to HPSS. There are 80,492,618 files and roughly
76 PB of ATLAS data on tape.When a user data analysis job requests
a file fromHPSS, if the requested file is in the dCache disks, it will be
served to the user, otherwise, dCache will send a retrieval request
to HPSS to transfer the file to its disks. In this study of the log files,
we will concentrate on understanding the common data access
patterns and core statistics about the data accesses [9]. This study
will allow us to evaluate the effectiveness of the disk cache system
in reducing the traffic to HPSS and the possibility of reducing the
overhead of tape mounting or pre-staging files from the tape [4, 7].

Currently we have daily records from January 2019 to March
2020. On each day, there are multiple gigabytes of access logs from
the dCache system. The total log file size is about 75.4 GB of com-
pressed (gzipped) CSV file. Our investigation shows that out of 50
requests to this dCache system, only one needs to touch the HPSS
system, which indicates that the particular access patterns are well-
served by the disk cache installation. Among the accesses to the
tape system, about the 70% of the files retrieved are used multiple
times, while other 30% are used only once. Potentially, many files
from the tapes that are only used once might be due to the unusual
access patterns that we have found with a small number of files,
where they are repeatedly retrieved from the tape system, up to
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Table 1: Median daily requests of various types to dCache

Store Restore Transfer
20,158 3,470 1,164,898

250 times in a day. Such repeated accesses to the same file on the
tape is definitely unexpected, and we plan to investigate further.

2 OVERALL DATA ACCESS STATISTICS
There are three types of dCache accesses that are of interest to
our study at the moment: store, restore, and transfer. The store
operation takes a file generated from somewhere else and store it
to HPSS, the restore operation retrieves a file from HPSS and places
it on the disk cache, and the transfer request is to pass the data file
from the disk cache to a client program.

Table 1 shows the median number of requests per day for these
three types. From this table, we see that the total number of the in-
cache accesses is more than 1 million a day, while less than 25,000
accesses involve the tape system. Overall, we see that out of 50 data
accesses, only one involves the tape system. This indicates that the
disk cache is working very well for the time period.

Figure 1 shows the number of files accessed each day during
2019. In both plots, the vertical axis is in the log scale. We see that
the total number of files accessed per day is about 3.5 million (in
the left plot) and the number of unique files accessed per day is
about a million (in the right plot). The number of times each file
is repeatedly accessed varies in a fairly narrow range from day to
day, where the first quartile of this daily repetition rate is at 3.02,
the median is at 3.35, and the third quartile is at 3.75.

3 ACCESSES TO MAIN TAPE ARCHIVE
The actual tape system is divided into a number of tape silos. In this
study, we focus on the main tape silo known as LakeTape. Access
records involving LakeTape begin to appear in May 2019. In May
and September, there were two big inflows of files through the store
operations.

The Figure 2a shows a histogram the transfer rates (bytes per
second = file size / transfer time) for each file transfer and the
Figure 2b shows how the transfer rates vary over time. From the
histogram plot of the transfer rates in 2019, we see that the transfer
rates span a very wide range. There are a few instances where the
transfer rates are only a few kilobytes/second, while some other
instances reach 1 GB/s. The first quartile is about 5.4 MB/s (5.4×106
bytes/sec); the median is about 19 MB/s (1.9 × 107 bytes/sec); and
the third quartile is about 83 MB/s (8.3 × 107 bytes/sec). Note also
that the average (mean) of the transfer rates is 76 MB/s (7.6 × 107
bytes/sec), which is close to the third quartile instead of the median.
Thus, we observe the distribution of transfer rate is highly skewed.

The Figure 2b shows the average transfer rate per day, along
with the standard deviations. From this plot, we see that not only
the individual data transfers vary dramatically in speed, the daily
average transfer rates also vary quite a bit over time. We observe
that there are a number of days with slow transfer rates at the end
of May and beginning of September, which forms a trough in the
middle of the plot.

Next, we look into these days in more detail on the days with
store operations to LakeTape in May and September. Figure 3a
shows transfer rate distribution for store operations on LakeTape
for 8 days in May 2019, where the black bar indicates the median
transfer rate for the day, the widest bar indicates the range of one
standard deviation from the median value, the outliers are shown
as dots, and the top of the y-axis is 1.0 GB/s. We see the transfer
rate distributions have similar ranges but the median transfer rates
on the 14th, 16th, 17th and 28th are clearly lower than on other
days. Figure 3b shows more transfer rate distributions from the
days in September 2019. We notice that the median transfer rates on
the 18th, 19th and 20th are noticeably smaller than the rest of the
month. Similar to what happened in May, we again see that median
transfer rates are much lower than the fastest ones. Potentially, the
store operations that require a new tape to write file would like
to take more time and have lower transfer rates. However, at this
time, the dCache log files does not contain such information for us
to verify such a conjecture.

4 DISCUSSION
During the normal operations, once a file enters the disk cache,
either through store or restore operations, dCache would serve the
disk copy of the file to satisfy the user requests. However, from
our investigation, we found a number of files that are accessed in
surprising ways.

Figure 4 shows one example involving a file named "AOD.-
05536542._000001.pool.root.1.CSV". From Figure 4, we see that from
May 29 to June 20, 2019, dCache repeatedly accessed this file from
LakeTape instead of the disk copy of the file, while we expect it
to be in the disk cache already. The log entries do not contain any
indication that this file has been removed nor indications that the
file retrieval commands have failed, which suggests that the file
should be remained on disk. The number of times this file is ac-
cessed from the tape each day is shown as red dots in this figure.
On some days, this file is accessed 250 times from the tape, which
is very surprising. The reason for these tape accesses could not be
determined from the logs.

One speculation about the access pattern to "AOD.05536542.-
_000001.pool.root.1.CSV" is that it might not be a normal data file
because its name ends with the extension "CSV," while most of
the files for high-energy physics ends with the extension "root"
indicating that they are ROOT files [3, 8]. In Figure 5, we see another
example involving what appears to be a ROOT file named "AOD.-
11063346._00957.pool.root.1". In this case, the file is retrieved a few
times, three times on May 28, once on September 12, and twice on
September 26. Similar to the previous example, we are not able to
locate requests to remove this file from disk or indications that the
file retrieval commands have failed somehow. We plan to explore
this issue further.

5 SUMMARY & NEXT STEPS
So far, in this work, we mainly studied data access statistics such
as the number of files accessed per day, transfer rates to the tape
system, and so on. Overall, we see that out of 50 file requests only
one involves the tape system, which means the disk cache is work-
ing very well in reducing the need to access the tapes. Once a file



Figure 1: The total number of files accessed (left) and the number of unique files accessed per day during 2019

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) histogram of transfer rates to LakeTape and (b) the variations of transfer rates during the second half of 2019

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Transfer rates distributions (a) in May 2019 and (b) in September 2019
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Figure 4: Number of accesses during selected periods of 2019 for a file named AOD.05536542._000001.pool.root.1.CSV

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Number of accesses during selected periods of 2019 for a file named AOD.11063346._00957.pool.root.1

arrives at the disk cache, we observe that 70% of them are accessed
more than once and the other 30% of the files are accessed only
once. On an average day, there are about 3.5 million file accesses to
about 1 million unique files.

The disk cache system is meant to serve the disk copy when it
is available. However, we see occasionally that a file is retrieved
from the tape many times (up to 250 times in a day). Additional
information is needed to understand this unexpected access pattern.
There are a few days where the transfer rates are consistently lower
than other days. It would be useful to study these days further.

We are interested in studying the possibility of reordering the
tape accesses, however, this would require additional information
such as the tape ID. With such information, we may be able to
build a clustering model to predict which files are usually being
accessed together or more efficient HPSS file staging policy by pre-
staging files before they are requested by users which can reduce
the overhead cost from the tape mounting.
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